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Abstract

Sewage sludge can be dried in paddle dryers and turned into an interesting material for energetic valorization. This costly operation generally relies on manufacturer’s know how and is not very flexible. Setting up a descriptive model of such dryers could lead to a better energy integration of this technology and make sludge drying more competitive by adjusting the operating conditions in order to reach the desired water content depending on subsequent applications. This paper presents the development of such a model adapted to a continuous pilot-scale sludge paddle dryer. The model combines sewage sludge flow description by means of a homogeneous Markov chain and drying kinetics thanks to the penetration theory, leading to the simulation of water content and temperature profiles along the dryer during steady-state operation. The principle of coupling these models is presented and the approach is validated against experimental data in various operating conditions. A parametric study emphasizes the crucial role of wall temperature and sludge residence time on the final water content, while stirring speed or sludge initial water content are less influent.
1. Introduction

Sewage sludge (SS) management is a matter of growing importance as its production keeps increasing with population growth and legislation evolution. Storage and hygiene issues, as well as landfilling limitation, contribute to make drying a necessary step in sewage sludge treatment and valorization [1]. Moreover, SS represents a promising feedstock for the waste to energy processes since it has a high organic content. Different technologies are being studied, or already implemented for managing this product alone or in combination with other wastes or feedstock. SS torrefaction [2] or pyrolysis [3–7] for materials and energy vectors production are actively studied; gasification also represents an interesting process for its valorization [8,9]. Nevertheless, these processes are highly energy-demanding even when operated with dry SS, and the high water content \((w)\) of dewatered SS is a clear economical bottleneck for the development of such energetic valorization pathways. Indeed, at the outlet of a Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP), dewatered SS generally has \(3 < w < 4.5 \text{ kg/kg } db\) (kg of water per kg of sludge on dry basis) depending on the dewatering technology as well as the different prior treatment steps. It is thus obvious that an efficient drying step is needed in order to make energetic valorization an interesting pathway for SS. Moreover, this drying step should be done in a flexible way, in order to adapt the water content to the minimal requirements of the different valorization pathways and reduce operating costs [10]. This reasoning excludes *de facto* the solar drying solution, which is more adapted to small- or medium-scale WWTPs, while thermal solutions (either direct or indirect processes) are more suitable for WWTPs operating for over 100,000 population equivalent.

However, rheological behavior description of such a product remains a scientific challenge. SS is a complex material whose behavior is not yet modeled by classical rheology particularly during drying when its water content decreases. Moreover its properties can vary according to numerous factors, including the type of physicochemical and biological wastewater
treatments, pre-conditioning and dewatering techniques used, or the period of the year [14,15]. CFD and classical mechanistic approaches for SS flow modeling are thus not applicable. From a process point of view, SS is a product difficult to handle, as it undergoes a transition from the initial pasty state corresponding to a typical dewatered sludge ($w \sim 3 - 4 \text{ kg/kg db}$), to a so-called sticky state when it reaches $w \sim 1.5 \text{ kg/kg db}$ [11]. In this state, SS tends to form big lumps of material and is very difficult to mix efficiently: this results in dramatic increases in torque values required for maintaining the stirring action, which is potentially damageable for industrial contact dryers where moving equipment is involved [12]. For this reason, paddle dryers are recognized as well adapted tools for SS drying: thanks to the wedge-shaped paddles, the product undergoes high shearing stress and in situ clogging is avoided. Moreover, this kind of indirect dryer offers the advantages of compactness and low exhaust volumes [10]. In spite of the important number of installations functioning at an industrial scale, design and operation of paddle dryers mostly rely on manufacturers’ know-how [13].

Few studies focused on the description of sludge drying in paddle dryers in continuous operation: while Arlabosse et al. [13] described drying kinetics along an industrial scale installation with a simple empirical model assuming plug flow of sludge, Tazaki et al. highlighted the importance of back-mixing, or recirculation, in such installations via a Residence Time Distribution (RTD) study [16]. They fitted their model of continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) in series to experimental results by considering adjustable recirculation coefficients between the different zones along the dryer. According to their results, obtained on an industrial-scale installation equipped with spiral disks, recirculation occurs mainly for $0.5 < w < 1.7 \text{ kg/kg db}$, i.e. in the first part of the dryer they studied. It was then found to decrease in the second part of the dryer. This very interesting work cannot however be
directly transposed to paddle dryers, which have quite different stirrers design that probably results in a different mixing effect.

More recently, Charlou et al. developed a methodology for measuring experimental RTD with a good repeatability in a pilot-scale paddle dryer installation [17]. This study showed that water and dry solids have the same RTD, that is to say SS acts as a single phase during drying. Moreover the same authors showed that this RTD can be described by a Markov chain, where each paddle represents a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) [18]. These CSTRs exchange sludge flows in both directions, resulting in recirculation between the reactors: this is characterized by a recirculation coefficient $R$ representing the ratio of recirculated material to the overall throughput in the reactor calculated on a dry basis, as in Tazaki’s work. This approach relies on the determination of transition probabilities between a cell and its neighbors during a given “transition time”: SS flow is then considered as a time-discretized phenomenon [19]. The idea when representing the system by a Markov chain is having a flexible physically-based model that can be combined with a discretized heat-transfer model such as the penetration theory. However, there is yet no theory that could \textit{a priori} lead to the estimation of $R$ based on sludge water content. Hence, while in Tazaki’s work, $R$ was assumed to vary between the eleven zones studied and represented as much adjustable parameters, it was considered constant in Milhé’s work [18]. The differences in scale and stirrer design of both experimental devices do not allow to judge of the respective pertinence of one or the other approach, all the more since all $R$ values are not available in Tazaki’s article, but rather four smoothed values.

The so-called penetration theory has been developed in the 80s for the description of heat transfer by conduction to agitated granular free flowing solids; it was later extended to the description of drying such agitated beds [20–22]. It was then successfully adapted to the drying of pasty products such as bentonite [23] and SS in batch lab-scale installations [24–
This theory postulates that, in such systems, drying can be described by a series of static periods during which transient heat transfer and water evaporation occur, separated by instantaneous perfect macro-mixing of the bulk [21,22]. Such models give access to the calculation of an effective heat transfer coefficient between the heated wall and the wet solids, depending among others on SS water content and temperature. Since drying is considered as a succession of transient phenomena in this model, it is hardly compatible with a continuous flow model. On the other hand, its combination with a Markov chains-based flow model is appealing, provided both models can be simulated on a common time-scale. This paper is dedicated in a first part to the setup of the coupling of Markov chains and the penetration theory, for the description of a continuous pilot-scale paddle dryer during steady-state operation. This model is then validated with experimental water content profiles in different operating conditions and a parametric study is finally presented.

2. Material and methods

2.1 Continuous paddle dryer

The lab-scale pilot paddle dryer used in this work is represented in Figure 1; it has been described in previous works [17,27], so only its main features will be described here. It is a U-shaped dryer housing a single shaft, where the walls and the shaft are electrically heated. 18 paddles are regularly spaced on the shaft and heated by conduction. Dewatered SS is fed by a Moineau pump and the dried sludge is continuously weighed at the outlet of the dryer. Torque is also recorded, and its stability along with that of the outlet flow rate assesses a stationary operation. Once a steady state is reached and maintained for at least two hours, feeding and stirring are simultaneously stopped and sludge is sampled at nine different locations inside the dryer in order to obtain a water content profile along the dryer. The experimental data used for the model validation were obtained in the framework of a design of experiments, in which
overflow height, dryer slope, SS feeding flow rate and stirring speed were varied [28]. SS used in this experimental study was produced in the Albi municipal WWTP (France), operating for 60,000 population equivalent. Main characteristics for this sludge, which did not change significantly during the experimental campaign, can be found in [17].

2.2 Stochastic flow modeling: Markov chain

The Markov chain modeling of sludge flow has been described in another publication [18], but its main features are also recalled here. In a Markov chain with discrete time and discrete space of state, a property is distributed between \( n \) different states; the evolution of this distribution relies on an \( n \)-by-\( n \) matrix, which represents all the possible transitions from any state to every other. These transition probabilities are calculated for a given transition time: when these calculations do not change with time, the chain is said homogeneous.

The flow model considered here is illustrated in Figure 1, with the different dry sludge flows indicated. The different states in this system are the positions where an element of sludge can be found in the dryer: each one corresponds to the surroundings of a paddle. Each state, or cell, is assimilated to a Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR). The matrix of transition probabilities of this system then represents the ability of sludge to flow between the different cells. These transition probabilities are calculated according to three parameters describing the flows and hold-up of each cell, namely \( R(i) \) the recirculation coefficient from cell \( i+1 \) to cell \( i \), \( Hu \) the dry solids hold-up in the dryer, and \( \Delta t \) the transition time, and two operating parameters, \( Q_{ds} \) the dry solids flow rate and \( n \). With the assumptions that the hold-up is the same in each cell, the probability to remain in the same cell \( P_{i,i} \) during \( \Delta t \) is:

\[
P_{i,i} = 1 - \frac{\Delta t}{\tau_{ci}} \quad \text{Eq. 1}
\]

Where \( \tau_{ci} \) is the geometric residence time in the cell \( i \) taking into account all the recirculation flows calculated as in Eq. 2 for \( 2 < i < n \) and as in Eq. 3 for \( i = 1 \).
The sum of the different transition probabilities for a given cell must be equal to 1: this is the condition of normalization for Markov chains, expressed in Eq. 4 where $P_{j,i}$ is the probability to move from a cell $i$ to a cell $j$.

$$\forall i, \sum_j P_{j,i} = 1 \quad \text{Eq. 4}$$

Moreover, it is also supposed that sludge can only move to neighboring cells during $\Delta t$. Hence, the backwards ($P_{i-1,i}$) and forwards ($P_{i+1,i}$) transition probabilities from the cell $i$ are easily deduced as in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6. It is obvious that in the first cell no backwards transition is possible since the dryer has closed boundaries: $P_{0,i}$ does not exist, and $R(0) = 0$. In the same fashion, since the $n+1^{th}$ cell is the outlet of the dryer, $P_{n+1,n+1} = 1$ and $R(n) = 0$.

$$P_{i-1,i} = \frac{R(i-1)}{[1+R(i-1)+R(i)]} \left(1 - P_{i,i}\right) \quad (1 < i < n) \quad \text{Eq. 5}$$

$$P_{i+1,i} = \frac{1+R(i)}{[1+R(i-1)+R(i)]} \left(1 - P_{i,i}\right) \quad (1 < i < n) \quad \text{Eq. 6}$$

All the transition probabilities $P_{j,i}$ constitute the matrix of transition probabilities $M$, which is tridiagonal in this case. In the situation of a continuous sludge feeding with a dry solids feeding rate $Q_{ds}$, let $S$ be a column vector of $n+1$ scalars representing dry sludge distribution in the system: its evolution during $\Delta t$ is calculated according to Eq. 7, where $S_{in}$ is the column vector representing sludge feeding as in Eq. 8.

$$S(t + \Delta t) = M \times (S(t) + S_{in}) \quad \text{Eq. 7}$$

$$S_{in} = [(Q_{ds} \times \Delta t) \ 0 \ 0 \ \cdots \ 0]' \quad \text{Eq. 8}$$

At this point, the calculation of the $P_{j,i}$ should be discussed. In a first version of this model used for Residence Time Distribution (RTD) simulations [29], it was calculated according to
Eq. 9. However, as highlighted by Tamir [30], this expression was first introduced without proof by Fan et al. [31], indicating that only small values of $\Delta t$ should be used. However, this approach does not allow closing properly a mass balance on the system, even if the condition of normality is actually respected.

$$P_{t,i} = e^{-\frac{\Delta t}{\tau_{ci}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 9}

Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the total hold-up in the system during a simulation with constant flow rate imposed in the first cell and initial hold-up $Hu_{ini}$. Simulations were carried out with different values of the ratio $\Delta t/\tau_c$, using Eq. 9 or Eq. 1 for the calculations of the matrix $M$. Since the system is supposed to be at steady-state, the quantity of dry solids in the system should remain equal to $Hu_{ini}$, the value for which the transition probabilities are computed. It is obvious that when using Eq. 9, some material accumulates in the system, as illustrated by the increase in the value of $Hu(t)/Hu_{ini}$; moreover, the higher the $\Delta t/\tau_c$ ratio, the greater the deviation. On the contrary, the results were similar for any value of the $\Delta t/\tau_c$ ratio taken between 0 and 1 with Eq. 1 so only one is represented here. However this ratio should not be higher than one because the model loses its physical sense and the simulations diverge. Using Eq. 1 or Eq. 9 is equivalent for small values of $\Delta t$ because $\lim_{x \to 0} e^{-x} = 1 - x$, so the previous results obtained in [29] still hold. However, the use of Eq. 1 is recommended since it is based on a mass balance. Moreover in the following, implementing the penetration theory along with this flow model will imply working with $\Delta t$ values higher by an order of magnitude than in the previous works, as will be presented in section 2.4.

### 2.3 Heat transfer and drying: penetration theory

The so-called penetration theory considers the continuous contact drying of an agitated wet granular packing as a succession of static periods and of instantaneous mixing of the bulk. The particles bed is considered as a saturated mono-dispersed packing of spheres. During the
static periods, transient propagation of a drying front occurs from the dryer wall to the free surface of the bulk, while the mixing step is supposed to be ideal; the duration of the static periods is classically noted \( t_r \) [22,32]. This theory has been extensively described in several configurations and will not be repeated here.

It has been proven efficient in describing drying kinetics of SS in batch lab-scale installations under different operating conditions: partial air vacuum [26], atmospheric air pressure [25] or superheated steam atmosphere where there is no mass transfer resistance in the gaseous phase [24]. This work is concerned with the latter configuration, in which it has been shown that the limiting mechanism during SS drying is the contact resistance between the heated walls and the biggest particles. The characteristic particle diameter is then set at 1.15 mm in a first attempt as in [24]. The methods for sludge physical properties determination such as thermal conductivity of dry sludge or total heat of vaporization are described in previous publications on the subject [13,24]. Since similar values were obtained by two different teams [24,26], they will be employed in this work and are gathered in Table 1.

\[ \text{Table 1: Physical properties of dry SS and steam considered in this work} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dry sludge physical properties</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity at 100°C (W/(m.K))</th>
<th>Specific heat at 100°C (J/(kg.K))</th>
<th>Pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Latent heat of vaporization (J/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle size (m)</td>
<td>1.5 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>1.5 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>1.5 \times 10^{-5}</td>
<td>1.5 \times 10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle rugosity (-)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface covering factor</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (W/(m.K))</td>
<td>1.15 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.15 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.15 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.15 \times 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat (J/(kg.K))</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface roughness (m)</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>1.15 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.15 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.15 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.15 \times 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the assumption that there is no heat transfer between wet and dry particles during mixing, the position of a drying front during a transient fictitious period is obtained by solving Fourier’s equation with Neumann’s solution for a constant wall temperature. The transient drying rate obtained is then averaged during \( t_r \). \( t_r \) is related to the mixing number \( N_{mix} \).
according to Eq. 10, where \( N \) is the rotation speed of the stirrer. \( N_{\text{mix}} \) was defined in the first publications on the subject by an empirical correlation based on the Froude number \( Fr \) as in Eq. 11, where \( a \) and \( b \) are coefficients bound to the type of dryer studied, \( D \) is the diameter of the dryer and \( g \) the gravitational constant [33].

\[
t_r = \frac{N_{\text{mix}}}{N} \quad \text{Eq. 10}
\]

\[
N_{\text{mix}} = a Fr^b = a \left( \frac{(2\pi N)^2 D}{g} \right)^b \quad \text{Eq. 11}
\]

As emphasized in [34], the correlation obtained by Mollekopf and presented in [33] may not be valid with any products or stirrer designs: the determination of an appropriate value for \( N_{\text{mix}} \) is thus not straightforward. In the latter reference, the authors deduced \( a = 9 \) and \( b = 0.05 \) from experimental studies on two paddle dryers of different scales. These correlations have been used satisfactorily in previous studies concerned with the application of the penetration theory to SS drying in batch installations [24,26]. However, in another study on a twin-shaft paddle dryer operated batch-wise, the authors preferred to identify \( N_{\text{mix}} \) by optimization between experimental and predicted results [25]. For a stirring speed of 17 rpm, this approach lead them to a value of \( N_{\text{mix}} = 8.5 \) while using Eq. 11 would have given a value of \( N_{\text{mix}} = 6.5 \). Since these values are quite close, and given the weak influence of \( N_{\text{mix}} \) on the drying rate on such a narrow range [24], it was decided to keep estimating \( N_{\text{mix}} \) with Mollekopf’s correlation in this study.

2.4 Contact area estimation

Another important parameter of this theory is the heated area in contact with sludge. If it can be straightforward in batch installations, provided that all the heating area remains covered by sludge during drying, it may vary along a continuous dryer not only due to SS water content change, but also to the local sludge volume in each cell. For this reason, a contact area is computed for each cell in the Markov model, depending on the amount of sludge in this cell.
and on its water content. Each cell is considered as a half-cylinder topped by a rectangular volume of the same height; the rotor bearing the paddles is situated on the same symmetrical axis than the half cylinder. The area corresponding to the side walls and the rotor is taken into account for heat transfer, since these elements are heated and their surface temperature is assumed constant. The cell structure and this contact area are illustrated in Figure 3. The paddles are only heated by conduction and actually act as “coolers”. Temperature profiles were simulated on COMSOL© and indicate that they are responsible for less than 15% of the total heat flux in the first part of the dryer, where the driving force is the most important (lowest SS temperature and highest water content resulting in high heat transfer coefficient). The paddle contact area was thus not taken into account in this work. The volume of sludge in each cell is computed after each transition; the contact area is then deduced from geometric considerations, assuming that sludge acts as a free-flowing material.

As long as SS can be considered as a continuum, i.e. before granulation occurs, bulk specific density of sludge $\rho_{\text{wet}}$ is supposed to be the weighted arithmetic mean between that of water $\rho_w$ and dry sludge true density $\rho_{ds}$ according to Eq. 12. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that during sludge drying, an ideal shrinkage is usually observed, so the volume of water evaporated corresponds to the change in volume observed in a sludge sample due to drying as long as SS matrix is not rigid [35]. The values for sludge bulk density estimated this way agree well with that measured with classical soil tests in [36].

$$\rho_{\text{wet}} = \frac{w+1}{\frac{w}{\rho_w} + \frac{1}{\rho_{ds}}} \quad \text{Eq. 12}$$

A limit water content $w_{\text{crit}} = 1.5$ kg/kg db is defined based on experimental observations, corresponding to a bulk density value of $\rho_{\text{wet,crit}} = 1160$ kg/m$^3$. For $w < w_{\text{crit}}$, granulation occurs due to the combined effects of matrix hardening and high shearing due to the paddles: it is no longer possible to consider sludge as a continuum. Sludge bulk density is then
supposed to decrease linearly from \( \rho_{\text{wet,crit}} \) down to \( \rho_{\text{dry}} = 700 \frac{kg}{m^2} \), which is the dry bulk density obtained for totally dried sludge based on experimental observations. The evolution of wet sludge bulk density with water content considered in this study is illustrated in Figure 4.

2.5 Coupling algorithm: time discretization and convergence

Coupling the flow and heat transfer models is easily done when both models are set up on the same characteristic time. The following algorithm is used in order to determine SS water content and temperature profiles at steady state for a given set of operating conditions:

- The dryer is initially filled with sludge at 100°C and \( w = 4 \frac{kg}{kg \text{db}} \);
- Water vaporization occurs in each cell according to the penetration theory during a fictitious period \( \Delta t \) after which water content and bulk temperatures are re-computed in each cell;
- The amounts of dry SS and water due to the continuous feed are added to the first cell, along with the corresponding enthalpies: water content and bulk temperature of the cell are re-computed;
- The contents of the different cells are redistributed along and out of the dryer according to the Markov chain, due to the macro-mixing occurring after \( \Delta t \); water content and bulk temperatures are then re-computed in each cell;
- These steps are repeated a number of times representing at least twice the dry solids mean residence time;
- Iterations are stopped when a steady-state is reached: such a steady state would be assessed by the stability of water contents and sludge temperatures in the cells for a certain time.

As observed earlier, the choice of the transition time \( \Delta t \) has no effect on the flow pattern as described by a Markov chain, so its value can be set according to the penetration model. In this study, this transition time is thus calculated according to Eq. 10 and only depends on the
stirring speed chosen. A simple relationship between bulk temperature $T_b$ and enthalpies of dry solid and liquid phases is considered, since no phase change is involved during the feeding and mixing steps. By considering the reference enthalpy equal to 0 at 0°C and constant specific heats for both water $C_p^w$ and dry sludge $C_{p_{DS}}$ Eq. 13 gives the bulk temperature in any cell, with the amount of dry sludge $m_{DS}$ or water $m_w$ in the cell in kg and SS specific enthalpy $h_b$ in J/kg.

$$T_b = \frac{h_b}{m_{DS}C_{p_{DS}} + m_wC_p^w} \quad \text{Eq. 13}$$

Some other simplifications are considered in this study:

- If SS temperature is lower than 100°C in a cell because of fresh sludge feeding or mixing with cells below 100°C, the heat flux necessary to heat up the sludge in this cell to 100°C is subtracted to the heat flux computed with the penetration theory.
- An empirical correlation (Eq. 14, where $L_v$ is the latent heat of water vaporization at normal pressure) for the total heat of sorption was derived from calorimetry experiments and takes into account the hygroscopicity of SS (see [37]). However, due to its exponential form, this relationship results in unrealistically high values of total heat of sorption for the lowest water content: the total heat of sorption is thus limited to 3.6 MJ/kg, corresponding to the experimental value obtained for $w = 0.05$ kg/kg db. Without this limitation, sludge temperature rises to very high values when its water content is close to 0.

$$\Delta H_{tot} = L_v + 7.94 \times 10^6 e^{(-2.55w)} \quad \text{Eq. 14}$$

- Convective heat flux from the superheated steam atmosphere is not taken into account in this study. Even though steam used as a sweeping gas is generated at a temperature of 160°C, its temperature inside the dryer fluctuates around 120°C due to punctual heat losses and low flow rate (1.1 kg/h). Moreover its speed is very low, and the flow
of steam generated by the drying sludge itself is close to or superior to that of sweeping gas depending on operating conditions.

Finally, two criteria have to be matched for exiting the algorithm: water content and temperatures stability are evaluated as in Eq. 15, where $S$ is a vector of dimension $n$ standing for any of these variables, over a duration $t_{stab}$. This duration was set at one third of the average dry solids residence time in the dryer in order to avoid stopping of the algorithm due to slow evolution of the system between two iterations. $\epsilon = 10^{-2}$ was found to be a good value combining results accuracy with relatively low computer time.

$$\frac{\|S(t)-S(t-t_{stab})\|}{\|S(t)\|} < \epsilon$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 15}

Several initial conditions were tested: the simulated dryer was filled at the beginning with sludge at 100°C and $1 < w < 5 \text{ kg/kg db}$. All these initializations lead to the same steady-state solution in comparable number of iterations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Experimental results

A series of experiments were carried out with varying operating conditions, which are gathered in Table 2: $Q$ is the sludge inlet flow rate on a wet basis, $w_{in}$ the initial water content and $N$ the dryer stirring speed. The dry solids Mean Residence Time (MRT), as calculated by Eq. 16, are also indicated. Wall temperature was set at 160°C for all experiments.

$$MRT = \frac{w_{in}Q}{H_u}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 16}
Table 2: Operating conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Operating conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Q$ (kg/h wb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sludge water content profiles for the three experiments of Table 2 are illustrated in Figure 5. Overall, the higher the dry solids MRT, the lower the water content, particularly in the second half of the dryer. In experiments B and C however, the last samples show comparable water contents and the two last samples of experiment A show an increase in water content where one would await a decrease. These discrepancies illustrate the difficulty linked to product sampling in a continuous reactor. Nevertheless, the trends are logical, and in the following more attention will be paid to the general evolution of the simulated profiles rather than sludge water content at the final sampling point.

Another observation is that there seems to be two zones in the dryer: in the first one, water content decreases faster for all experiments, down to a water content of ca. 1.5 kg/kg db for exp. A and below 1 kg/kg db for the others. After this phase, a slower decrease in water content is observed and the drying fluxes look rather comparable between the experiments. This is emphasized in Figure 6, where the corresponding drying fluxes in kg H_2O/h are illustrated. They are calculated as in Eq. 17 after the experimental water content profiles, where $\dot{w}_i$ is the drying flux at sampling position $i$ and $w_i$ is the corresponding water content.

$$\dot{w}_i = \frac{Q}{1+w_{in}} (w_{i-1} - w_i)$$  Eq. 17

Two zones are clearly distinguishable: in the first half of the dryer, mean drying rates are close to 0.5 kg/h, while in the second half they are close to 0.1 kg/h for all experiments. The discrepancies are important however, so the mean drying rates were calculated over the first four samples and the five last ones: they are gathered in Table 3. Drying rates in the first part of the dryer seem to increase linearly with dry sludge MRT. However, the differences in
drying rates in the first part do not explain completely the differences observed in terms of water content reached in the middle of the dryer. More insight can be obtained on these results by simulating them as is presented in the next part.

**Table 3: Median water content and mean drying rates for the three experiments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water content at dryer middle (kg/kg db)</th>
<th>Mean drying flux (kg H₂O/h)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First half</td>
<td>Second half</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. A</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. B</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. C</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Comparison of experimental and simulated results

For the following simulations, the same parameters as in Table 2 are applied to the model for the different simulations presented hereafter. Following previous work in which optimization of a RTD model lead to $R$ values comprised between 2 and 6 [18], the recirculation coefficient was set to a value of $R = 4$. Simulations results are compared with experimental data for each experiment in Figure 7, for water content and drying flux profiles. The simulated drying fluxes were calculated every two model cells so as to be comparable with the experimental ones, based on nine sampling points. The model offers overall a satisfactory agreement with water content profiles from all experiments, in spite of an overestimation of the initial drying rates.

Simulated drying fluxes are also in qualitative agreement with experimental values, even though the latter are very scattered, which makes it difficult to go further in the analysis. It is interesting to see that in spite of the non-deterministic approach in modeling and strong hypotheses, SS drying behavior is well predicted in varying operating conditions by the model without any specific optimization procedure. Nevertheless, the simulated profiles are smoother and more monotonous than the experimental ones, so there is no clear difference between the two halves of the dryer. This could be due to the assumption of a constant
recirculation coefficient. Indeed, sludge flow properties vary strongly during drying, and it is expected that the behavior of pasty sludge in the first half of the dryer might be quite different from that of granular sludge in the second half, as is suggested by the experimental results. However, there is no scientific base for quantifying these differences, hence the choice of a constant $R$ value in the model.

Krischer curves were plotted from the simulation data and are illustrated in Figure 8. The model allows estimating drying rates per unit area, so the different simulations can be compared even though the degree of filling of the dryer varied from an experiment to another. Drying rates are equivalent for experiments A and B, and slightly lower for experiment C. This is in agreement with the penetration theory, in which the shorter the contact times, the higher the heat transfer coefficients. In this case, the stirring speed was lower for experiment C, which resulted in a lower mixing number $N_{\text{mix}}$ and a higher characteristic time $t_r$, while the wall temperature was the same. This trend is also observed in batch contact drying installations [24,32]. In the first cells, depending on operating conditions, SS temperature can be below 100°C due to fresh sludge feeding, so the drying rate is null. However, the water content is still below that of fresh SS since the model postulates that recirculation occurs between neighboring cells.

Evolution of SS temperature with respect to its water content is illustrated in Figure 9 for the three simulations. The rise in temperature observed for water contents under 1 kg/kg is typical for contact drying of particles beds. In the first model cells, SS temperature is below 100°C due to fresh sludge feeding, corresponding to the points where the drying rate was null in Figure 8. However, such information is not available experimentally and it is not possible to verify if SS temperature is actually lower than 100°C in the first zone of the dryer.

3.3 Parametric study
A parametric study was conducted in order to check some parameters influences on the results. Drying temperature, assimilated to the dryer wall temperature $T_{\text{wall}}$, $Q_{\text{in}}$, $N$ and $w_{\text{in}}$ were considered as operating parameters; the model sensibility to $R$ was also studied. Common parameters values to all the simulations are gathered in Table 4: a constant dry solids hold up $Hu$ was considered for all the simulations.

Table 4: Common parameters to the different simulations in the parametric study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Q_{\text{in}}$ (kg/h)</th>
<th>$w_{\text{in}}$ (kg/kg db)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{wall}}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$N$ (rpm)</th>
<th>$Hu$ (kg ds)</th>
<th>$R$ (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Wall temperature**

Simulations were run with wall temperatures $T_{\text{wall}}$ varying from 140 to 180°C. The resulting water content profiles, illustrated in Figure 10, show a logical trend: the higher $T_{\text{wall}}$, the more efficient the drying operation. The differences are greater in the second part of the dryer than at the beginning, even though the heat transfer coefficients decrease with decreasing SS water content. With the set of operating conditions chosen, the outlet water content ranges from 0.5 kg/kg at 180°C to 2.1 kg/kg at 140°C.

- **Inlet SS flow rate**

Simulations were run with $Q_{\text{in}}$ varying from 3 to 7 kg/h. The resulting water content profiles are illustrated in Figure 11. Since $Hu$ value remains the same, increasing $Q_{\text{in}}$ is equivalent to decreasing sludge MRT. In this range of inlet flow rate, SS outlet water content increases from 0.1 to 2 kg/kg db. As previously, the difference is more marked in the end of the dryer than in the beginning. MRT was previously experimentally identified as a critical parameter for SS drying performance in paddle dryers [28].

- **Stirring speed**

Simulations were run with stirring speeds $N$ varying from 10 to 50 rpm: the resulting water content profiles are illustrated in Figure 12. Combining Eq. 10 and 11, one obtains $t_r \propto N^{-0.9}$ for paddle dryers: $N$ is thus more influent on $t_r$, and hence on the time-averaged heat
transfer coefficients from wall to SS bed, for small values. In the configuration of the pilot-scale installation considered here, the range of values studied leads to \( t_r \) values varying from 43 s down to 10 s with increasing \( N \). The influence of \( N \) is weaker than the previous parameters: for these simulations, outlet SS water content was comprised between 1.2 and 1.4 kg/kg ds. This result is coherent with the existence of a critical resting time, below which drying rates do not increase with stirring speed [24,33]. This is to be related with the fact that the contact resistance between the wall and the first layer of particles does not depend on \( N \), while the penetration resistance depends on the duration of the resting time \( t_r \).

- **Inlet SS water content**

Simulations were run with SS initial water contents \( w_{in} \) varying from 3 to 5 kg H\(_2\)O/kg ds: the resulting water content profiles are illustrated in Figure 13. Contrary to first parameters studied, the differences between the simulations appear to decline along the dryer: even though the inlet water contents range from 3 to 5 kg/kg ds, at the outlet of the dryer they range from 0.95 to 1.4 kg/kg ds only. Actually, when considering a constant wet SS inlet flow rate, increasing SS initial water content is equivalent to increasing water flow rate and decreasing dry solids flow rate in the dryer. This results in a greater MRT, which leads to a more intense drying operation. This balance between increased inlet water content and increased MRT leads to small differences in the final water content, even though the initial water contents are very different. This observation should not be generalized to any full-scale installation however, since in the present model the contact area between sludge and heated walls also depends on water content. Industrial installations running at full capacity are characterized by constant contact areas.

- **Recirculation coefficient**

Simulations were run with varying values of the recirculation coefficient \( R \), from 1 to 12: the resulting water content profiles are illustrated in Figure 14. Overall, the profiles are steeper
for the lowest values of $R$ and more homogeneous for the higher values. Actually, increasing $R$ comes back to considering the dryer as a CSTR, so the trend observed in this figure would lead to a constant SS water content along the dryer, with an important initial drying rate. On the contrary, with $R \to 0$, the model is closer to a series of CSTRs, so the dryer behavior will be closer to that of a plug flow reactor, with a continually decreasing drying rate. This parameter being purely numerical, these trends can only be used for model analysis and improvement. Qualitatively, if the agreement between model and experiments can be judged satisfying, it is clear that a constant recirculation coefficient between the cells is neither plausible nor represents the observations accurately. It is tempting to relate the two zones experimentally observed with high and low drying fluxes, in the first and second half of the dryer respectively, to zones with different values of $R$. Indeed, a lower initial $R$ value would better describe the initial steep part of water content profiles; moreover, since SS seems to have a better flowability in granular state, corresponding to the dryer second part, than in pasty state in the first part. Such an approach would however have its drawbacks, since only optimization procedures could help deciding which $R$ values would be suitable. Moreover, one should be aware that other model assumptions could be discussed in order to get a more physically sound model: for example, the assumption of a constant hold-up along the dryer, or that of a constant particle diameter during drying. These are strong hypotheses: however, working with different ones would also require either optimization procedures or developing new experimental approaches that go beyond the scope of this paper.

### 3.4 Model discussion

In the present version, the model was built to describe a single shaft paddle dryer and is not readily usable for a full-scale installation characterization. Particularly, it is based on the knowledge of the dry solids hold-up in the installation and the contact area is deduced from it at each calculation. Scale-up would require several steps in its development:
- The validity of the model flow based on Markov chains should be tested on larger-scale installations, particularly regarding the effect of several shafts on SS RTD.
- Heat transfer and drying rates computations should be carried out on the basis of an already known contact area between SS and heated walls (i.e. a pre-determined SS volume) and not on an arbitrary SS amount in each cell. This point implies working with non-homogeneous Markov chains, in which transition probabilities depend on the state of the system: indeed, with the assumption of a fixed SS volume in each cell, the amount of dry solids in each cell depends on its water content, and so does the calculation of the matrix $M$.
- A better accuracy could be obtained with the knowledge of the evolution of particle size distribution with the extent of drying. This important parameter is indeed decreasing in granular state due to comminution, as already observed for china clay [23].
- On a more fundamental level, there is a missing link between SS water content and temperature and its rheology, that could help relate SS state and its flow properties, particularly regarding the parameter $R$.

4. Conclusion

Paddle dryers are widely used for SS or other pasty products drying, but are operated based on empirical knowledge. A model was developed for the description of continuous SS drying in a single-shaft pilot paddle dryer in steady-state operation. The model combines SS flow description by means of a homogeneous Markov chain and heat transfer and drying kinetics thanks to the penetration theory. The principle of coupling these models is presented and the approach is validated against experimental data in various operating conditions.
A parametric study confirmed the strong influence of operating parameters such as wall temperature and inlet SS flow rate; on the contrary, stirring speed showed almost no influence in the range tested, while SS initial water content only had a limited influence on the outlet water content. Finally, the recirculation coefficient was shown to have a quite weak influence on outlet water content in the present configuration, but its role must be better understood for scaling-up purposes. This represents one of the few adjustments that would be required in order to adapt this model to full-scale installations description: its evolution towards a fixed-contact area configuration would make it a powerful tool for industrial installations study and optimization.
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Figure captions

Figure 1: Scheme of the lab-scale continuous paddle dryer studied (a), structure of the model considered for the Markov flow model where n is the number of paddles/cells, Qds the dry solids flowrate, R the recirculation coefficient, some transition probabilities are indicated (b)

Figure 2: Evolution of the total dry solids hold-up during a simulation with the probabilities $P_{i,i}$ calculated according to Eq. 1 with $\Delta t/\tau_c = 0.2$ (solid line) and Eq. 9 (dashed line: $\Delta t/\tau_c = 0.2$; dotted line: $\Delta t/\tau_c = 0.1$; dashed-dot line: $\Delta t/\tau_c = 0.01$)
Figure 3: Illustration of a cell structure and the contact area taken into account for heat transfer (in green shade)

Figure 4: Evolution of sludge bulk density with water content, the discontinuity marks the beginning of granulation

Figure 5: Experimental water content profiles (● Exp. A; ■ Exp. B; ▲ Exp. C)
Figure 6: Experimental drying flux profiles (● Exp. A; ▲ Exp. B; △ Exp. C)

Figure 7: Experimental and simulated water content profiles (left) and drying fluxes profiles (right) for the three experiments
Figure 8: Krischer curve for the three simulations with parameters corresponding to experiments A (○), B (□) and C (△)
Figure 9: Sludge temperature vs. water content for the three simulations corresponding to experiments A (○), B (□) and C (Δ).

Figure 10: Simulated water content profiles with varying dryer wall temperatures

(140°C: ○; 150°C: □; 160°C: ×; 170°C: Δ; 180°C: ▽)
Figure 11: Simulated water content profiles with varying SS inlet flow rates
(3 kg/h: o; 4 kg/h: □; 5 kg/h: ×; 6 kg/h: Δ; 7 kg/h: ▽)

Figure 12: Simulated water content profiles with varying stirring speeds
(10 rpm: o; 20 rpm: □; 30 rpm: ×; 40 rpm: Δ; 50 rpm: ▽)
Figure 13: Simulated water content profiles with varying SS initial water contents

(3 kg/kg: ◊; 3.5 kg/kg: □; 4 kg/kg: ×; 4.5 kg/kg: △; 5 kg/kg: ▽)

Figure 14: Simulated water content profiles with varying R values

(R = 1: ◊; R = 2: □; R = 4: ×; R = 8: △; R = 12: ▽)